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Tupsley Dental Practice
103 Ledbury Road
Tupsley
Hereford
HR1 1RQ
Telephone: 01432 267388

Opening hours – Monday to Friday 9am to 5.30pm.

To refer a patient, please complete and return one
of the enclosed forms, or contact us by phone 
or e-mail.

Alternatively, please feel free to call Mark Worthing
for an informal chat on the implant referral services
provided by Tupsley Dental Practice.

Be it the services we provide, the way we clearly
explain treatment procedures, or in the environment
we have created, Tupsley Dental Practice is all about
giving you and your patients plenty to smile about.

t: 01432 267388

e:mark@tupsleydental.fsnet.co.uk

we’re here for you
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an implant referral service 
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Introduction

Mark Worthing
BDS (Wales),
FDS RCS (Eng)
GDC No. 69821

Mark qualified from the
University of Wales College
of Medicine as a Dental

Surgeon in January 1994. He also spent two years
in hospital practice in South Wales and a year in
general practice in Cardiff, prior to returning to
Hereford in February 1997 to join his father.

In addition, Mark has obtained a surgically-based
Fellowship from the Royal College of Surgeons of
England and attended courses in Dublin, Sheffield,
Marseille and the University of Leuven in Belgium.
His special interest is dental implants, which he has
been placing and restoring since 1998.

When you refer one of your patients for dental
implant treatment, we appreciate that you are
expecting:

• A partnership approach to your patient’s treatment

• Exceptional standards of service

• The highest quality surgery, functionality and
cosmetic results

• An understanding that your patients will return
to your practice after the completion of any
implant treatment

This is the approach taken by Tupsley Dental
Practice, and it is one which is winning us many
friends within the dental profession – as well as
delighting patients throughout Hereford, Worcester,
the Marches, Welsh borders – and beyond.

Since 1998 we have been successfully using
Brånemark System® dental implants – the first and,
in our opinion, still the best implants on the market.

As one of the most reliable and permanent
solutions to missing teeth, or uncomfortable
dentures, dental implants look, feel and function 
just like natural teeth.

Dental implants can be used to replace any teeth 
in the dental arch, as well as being suitable for total
reconstructions and overdentures.

Implant treatment restores the function and
appearance of missing and damaged teeth

• Patient consultation to ascertain suitability for
implant treatment (alternatively, an opinion can
be given by studying models and radiographs
supplied by the referring dentist)

• Comprehensive treatment planning

• Implant placement and restoration

• Attentive monitoring and reporting - 
before, during and after treatment

• All implant treatment undertaken 
by Mark Worthing
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